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Abstract—This letter sets out to describe the first results of the1

design process that will lead to a new on-line partial discharge2

location method based on Electromagnetic Time Reversal theory3

and using the Transmission Line-Matrix method. A description4

of the basic steps of the method under design is given together5

with the modeling procedure used to describe time inverted signal6

propagation. Finally, the ability of the method to locate partial7

discharges on power cables both using two observation points8

and a single observation point is proved in simulation.9

Index Terms—Partial discharge, on-line location, monitor-10

ing, electromagnetic time reversal (EMTR), transmission line,11

transmission line-matrix (TLM), network resilience.12

I. INTRODUCTION13

AMONG all forms of energy, electricity plays a central14

role in the global challenge of climate change and the15

shift to clean growth. An increased amount of consumed16

electricity is expected in the transport, heating and service17

sectors. Electricity security is the power system’s capabil-18

ity to withstand or cope with disturbance events or incidents19

producing abnormal system conditions, failures or outages20

of system components, with minimal service disruption [1].21

Insulation degradation of cables in distribution and trans-22

mission networks produces effects ranging from temporary23

faults to complete black-out. Statistics indicate that more24

than 85% of equipment failures are related to insulation25

failure [2]. Insulation degradation is often caused by or26

accompanied by Partial Discharge (PD) events, which makes27

detecting and locating PDs an excellent ‘early warning’28

indicator of impending cable failure. PDs start in insula-29

tion defects, usually formed during the manufacturing or30

installation process or in insulation deteriorated with age or31

by thermal/electrical over-stressing. Hence, the adoption of32
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on-line PD detection and location methods is the most effective 33

solution for the condition monitoring of networks to prevent 34

faults and supply interruption, leading to a better power qual- 35

ity, an increased customer satisfaction and an improvement of 36

network resilience [3]. The on-line PD detection and location 37

problem has been widely investigated in the literature [2]–[6]. 38

Most on-line location methods are reflectometry or travel- 39

ing wave-based techniques, using the principle that PD events 40

generate electromagnetic waves that travel in either direction 41

towards the cable ends. A measurement system at one end 42

of the cable detects two pulses, the incident wave and the 43
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reflected one from the other cable end. The delay between44

these pulses allows an estimate of the PD location. Time45

domain reflectometry (TDR) methods can only be used for46

short cables because otherwise accuracy is lost due to atten-47

uation and dispersion phenomena. Multi-end measurement48

methods (ToA methods) [5] are used to address this problem,49

but their implementation is difficult due to the complexity50

in the synchronization procedure. Furthermore, ToA meth-51

ods require a precise determination of the signal onset time,52

which is highly sensitive to noise. Another major challenge53

in accurately locating PDs is the presence of electromag-54

netic interference (EMI), addressed using wavelet transform55

techniques requiring significant computational effort [6].56

This letter describes the first results of the design procedure57

of a new method for the on-line location of PDs in dis-58

tribution and transmission networks based on the innovative59

theory of electromagnetic time reversal (EMTR) [7] and using60

a 1D Transmission Line Matrix (TLM) method to model61

the PD signal propagation. EMTR theory has already been62

applied to the location of lightning strikes and faults in power63

networks [8], [9] with significantly improved performance64

compared to classical approaches, such as: applicability to65

inhomogeneous and complex networks; robustness against the66

presence of noise and a limited observation time window; use67

of a single observation point. Moreover, the EMTR method68

used to locate lightning can be considered a more general69

case compared to ToA methods and is able to use information70

about the wave shape of the lightning interference together71

with the propagation time. EMTR has previously not been used72

to locate incipient faults such as PDs which exhibit different73

characteristics compared to solid faults. PD pulses are short74

with significant frequency components of up to 1 GHz and75

the accuracy of their location is influenced to a much greater76

extent compared to classical faults by distortion phenomena77

and by the presence of EMI. All these characteristics make78

EMTR a good candidate technique to solve the highlighted79

factors affecting the accuracy of PD location methods.80

II. 1D TLM MODEL OF SIGNAL PROPAGATION81

The propagation of PD signals in a lossless transmission line82

formed by a single wire above a ground plane or a shielded83

cable, represented by the equivalent circuit in Fig. 1, is84

described by the Telegrapher’s equations that give voltage,85

v(x, t), and current, i(x, t) wave on the line as functions of86

time t and distance x [10]:87

∂2v(x, t)

∂t2
= 1

LC

∂2v(x, t)

∂x2
(1.1)88

∂2i(x, t)

∂t2
= 1

LC

∂2i(x, t)

∂x2
(1.2)89

where L and C are, respectively, the inductance and capaci-90

tance (per unit-length) of the transmission line. The transmis-91

sion line is thus characterized by a propagation speed, u, and92

a characteristic impedance, Z0, [10]:93

u = �x

�t
= 1√

LC
; Z0 =

√
L

C
(2)94

Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit of a line (top) and its TLM model (bottom).

Fig. 2. Transmission line Thevenin equivalent.

Voltage and current waves are evaluated using the TLM 95

method, chosen for its flexibility, high efficiency, and its 96

numerical stability. It is a differential equation-based method 97

operating in time-domain, where the transmission line is dis- 98

cretized into a mesh of n segments, of length �x, connected by 99

nodes as shown in Fig. 1. The wave pulses are scattered in the 100

nodes and propagate in the transmission lines, generating inci- 101

dent and reflected voltages/currents. The voltage at time-step k 102

at the node n, Vn(k), evaluated by applying Millman’s “Parallel 103

Generator” theorem to the Thevenin equivalent circuit of the 104

line shown in Fig. 2, and the node current, In(k) are: 105

Vn(k) =
2VLi

n(k)
Z0

+ 2VRi
n(k)

Z0

1
Z0

+ 1
Z0

(3.1) 106

In(k) = Vn(k) − 2VRi
n(k)

Z0
(3.2) 107

where VLi
n(k) and VRi

n(k) are the incident voltages coming 108

respectively from the left and the right of node n. The reflected 109

voltages on the left, VLr
n(k), and on the right, VRr

n(k), of the 110

node are: 111

VLr
n(k) = VLn(k) − VLi

n(k) (4.1) 112

VRr
n(k) = VRn(k) − VRi

n(k) (4.2) 113

The voltage incident from the left of node n at time step k+1 114

is the reflected into the right of node n − 1 at the time-step k; 115

and the same considerations apply to the incident voltage on 116

node n coming from the right. In a node of the line where 117

a PD event occurs, an electromagnetic disturbance, VPD, is 118

produced, and for the purpose of this illustration, it can be 119

represented with a double exponential equation [11]: 120

VPD = V0

(
−e

− t
τ1 + e

− t
τ2

)
(5) 121

with V0 = 0.1 V, τ1 = 2 ns, τ2 = 10 ns. This voltage is 122

applied to one node of the TLM model, between points a and 123

b of Fig. 2, and its propagation along the cable is evaluated 124

using eqs. (3-4). 125
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III. EMTR-BASED LOCATION METHOD126

The EMTR-based method to locate PDs is derived from127

the EMTR method to locate faults on power networks [9]. At128

a point on the line, illustrated in Fig. 3, a PD event occurs.129

To locate the PD source, the proposed EMTR-based method130

is based on the following steps:131

1. measurement of the PD-originated signals at observation132

points (OPs) of the line, shown in Fig. 3;133

2. simulation of the back-injection of the time-reversed PD134

signals for different guessed PD locations (GPDLs) using the135

1D TLM model;136

3. assessment of the PD location by evaluating the GPDL137

characterized by the highest energy concentration related to138

the back-injected time-reversed PD signals.139

The method is designed considering either two OPs or one140

OP. To give the mathematical proof of the method, a Direct141

Time (DT) simulation is run, during which a PD event occurs142

at a node of the cable, producing the electromagnetic signal,143

VPD, described by eq. (5). This propagates towards the cable144

ends where the PD signals, s(t), are recorded at the OPs, shown145

in Fig. 3, in a specific time window, T. The recorded signals are146

time-reversed and back injected, from the OPs, into the TLM147

model of the line to run the Time Reversal (TR) simulations.148

To make the argument of the time-reversed variables positive149

during the TR simulations, a time delay equal to T is applied:150

t̂ = T − t with s
(
t̂
)

t̂ ∈ [0, T] (6)151

For each TR simulation, a GPDL is defined as a node of the152

TLM model of the network that reproduces the transversal153

impedance between the inner conductor and external shield of154

the cable when a PD event occurs inside the insulator. A PD155

event in a cavity within a dielectric can be modelled using the156

well-known three-capacitor circuit model [12] shown in Fig. 4,157

where Ca and Cb represent the capacitance in the dielectric158

material in series with a defect and Cc is the defect capaci-159

tance. The discharge event is represented by an instantaneous160

change in the charging of the system capacitance, realized by161

closing the switch in Fig. 4. The value of the defect capaci-162

tance, Cc, can be evaluated by using the generalized PD model163

described by Niemeyer [13]. According to this model, the164

charges ±q that represent the surface charge distribution in165

the defect surface due to the voltage collapse, �VPD, caused166

by the PD event, are given by:167

± q = ±gπε0d�VPD (7)168

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, d is the defect scale, i.e.,169

the defect dimension parallel to the local background electric170

field, g is a dimensionless proportionality factor accounting171

for the charge distribution form, the defect geometry, and the172

influence of the relative permittivity. The value of Cc can be173

evaluated from (7):174

Cc = gπε0d (8)175

For a generic defect type, shown in Fig. 4, g is given176

by [12]:177

g(a/b, εr) = 1

2

a/d

(a/b)2

[
1 + εr(K(a/b) − 1)

]
(9)178

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the line with a PD event along the cable
and two OPs at the cable ends.

Fig. 4. Three-capacitor circuit model of PD (left) and a generic defect inside
the insulation where PD occurs (right).

Fig. 5. TLM GPDF node with a capacitive stub (left) and the Thevenin
equivalent circuit (right).

with εr the relative dielectric permittivity of the dielectric in 179

the vicinity of the defect, a and b defined in Fig. 4 and K(a/b) 180

given by: 181

K(a/b) =
⎧⎨
⎩

∼= 1 a/b � 1
3 a/b = 1
∼= 4a/b 1 < a/b < 10

(10) 182

For a spherical void with d = 2a = 2b and K = 3, the 183

value of Cc is: 184

Cc = πε0d
1

4
[1 + 2εr] (11) 185

Then, in the TR simulations, the impedance at each GPDL is 186

characterized by a capacitance CeqPD given by the series of Ca 187

and Cb with Cc short-circuited. In the TLM model, the value 188

of CeqPD is realized, as shown in Fig. 5, using, in parallel with 189

the node transversal capacitance C, a stub capacitor [10], CPD. 190

In the Thevenin equivalent circuit of the line, the GPDL node 191

is shown in Fig. 5 where the stub capacitance is characterized 192

by an impedance, ZC, given by: 193

ZC = �t/2CPD (12) 194

In order to locate the PD source, at each GPDL, the 195

Energy, En, stored in the transversal capacitance is evaluated 196

as follows: 197

EnGPDL = 1

2
CeqPD

M∑
i=1

V2
i with M = T/�t (13) 198

where V is the voltage at the node, M is the number of sam- 199

ples, �t the sampling time and T the observation period. The 200

normalized value, Ennorm, is then evaluated, for each GPDL, 201

with respect to the maximum Energy in the GPDLs: 202

Ennorm =
1
2 C

∑M
k=1 V2

GPDL(k)
1
2 C

∑M
k=1 V2

GPDL_m(k)
=

∑M
k=1 V2

GPDL(k)∑M
k=1 V2

GPDL_m(k)
(14) 203
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Fig. 6. PD signals measured at the two OPs in DT simulation with a PD
source 40 m far from the left end of the cable and the Time Reversed signals.

Fig. 7. Voltage at three GPDLs and the energy in several GPDLs in the TR
simulation when 2 OPs are used, and the PD is 40 m from the line left end.

Fig. 8. Normalized energy in several GPDL when PD source is 20 m and
60 m far from the left end of the cable when 2 OPs are used.

Fig. 9. Voltage in three GPDLs and the Energy in several GPDLs in the TR
simulation when 1 OP is used, and the PD is 20 m from the line left end.

The PD source is in the GPDL characterized by the204

maximum value of the Energy.205

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS206

To give an illustration of the proposed method, simula-207

tions have been performed based on the scheme in Fig. 3:208

that is, a transmission line formed of a homogeneous cable209

of length l = 100 m, connected to impedances Z1 and Z2210

with Z1 = Z2 = 100 k� (representing the power transformers211

impedance at high frequency). The cable is an 11-kV alu-212

minum power cable, with Cross-Linked Polyethylene (XLPE)213

Fig. 10. Normalized energy in several GPDLs when PD source is 40 m and
60 m far from the left end of the cable when 1 OP is used.

insulation and cross-sectional area of 150 mm2, with charac- 214

teristic parameters equal to L = 91.34 nH/m, C = 0.39 nF/m, 215

characteristic impedance Z0 = 15.30 � and propagation speed 216

u = 1.675x108 m/s. The GPDL impedance in the TR simula- 217

tions is evaluated using eqs (6)-(13). For an XLPE cable with 218

εr = 2.3 and for a sphere defect with a = b = 1 − 5 mm, 219

the value of Cc ∼= 10−13 − 10−14 F and CPD ∼= 10−18 F. The 220

recording time T, when two OPs are used, must be equal to 221

T = l/u = 0.6 µs, i.e., the propagation time along the cable, 222

in order to measure the PD signals at both the OPs whenever 223

the PD event occurs. Fig. 6 shows the PD signals measured at 224

the OPs in the DT simulation, with a PD source 40 m away 225

from the left end of the cable, and the corresponding time 226

reversed signals. Fig. 7 shows the voltage at three GPDLs and 227

the normalized energy evaluated at several GPDLs in the TR 228

simulation. A GPDL was defined every 2 m along the cable. 229

As the figure shows, the GPDL with the maximum energy 230

is the PD source location. It can also be observed that the 231

voltage at the GPDL that corresponds to the PD source is 232

higher than the voltage at the other GPDLs. This is because 233

the back-injected signals add up in phase at the real PD loca- 234

tion. Fig. 8 shows the results when the PD source is placed, 235

respectively, 20 m and 60 m from the left end of the cable. 236

The proposed method is also able to locate the PD source 237

using only one OP. In this case, the recording time must be 238

defined to measure at the OP the direct PD signal and some 239

PD signal reflections from the other end of the cable. A value 240

T = 2 · l/u = 1.2 µs has been used. Fig. 9 shows the volt- 241

age at different GPDLs when the PD source is 20m from the 242

left end of the cable (where there is the OP) and the nor- 243

malized energy in several GPDLs. Fig. 10 shows the method 244

results when the PD source is, respectively, 40 m and 60 m 245

away from the left end of the cable. As the figures show, the 246

method can locate the PD also using only one observation 247

point. 248

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 249

The letter proposes a new method for the on-line location 250

of PD sources on power networks based on EMTR the- 251

ory using a 1D TLM model of the PD signal propagation. 252

An illustration of the method is provided and the ability of 253

the method to locate PD events using only one observation 254

point is demonstrated. The design of the method has been 255

developed considering a simple system formed by a homo- 256

geneous Medium Voltage cable and using a lossless model 257

of the transmission line. Future work includes the validation 258
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of the method in complex network topologies (inhomogeneous259

cables and branched networks) to introduce losses and analyze260

the effect of this on the accuracy of the method to locate PDs.261

Moreover, an analysis of the effect of the parameter K(a/b),262

that defines the value of Cc in the GPDL, will be carried out263

in order to verify if its value affects the behavior/profile of264

the energy bar chart. This will potentially allow the method265

to give information about the type, geometry and dimensions266

of the defect where PD occurred in addition to only locating267

its source.268
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